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Background

The idea of Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE) has been around for many years. It has generated much debate in the Public Relations industry, with this debate focusing on both its reliability and validity. Many people are attracted to it because it appears able to put a dollar value on media coverage and, by extension, allows media relations people to compare their results with advertising. Yet the measure has a number of problems and it is important to anyone considering its use to consider both its strengths and its weaknesses.

The IPR Commission does not endorse Ad Value Equivalency (AVE) as a measurement tool, but we hear all the time from people who have bosses or clients who demand it. This paper will provide some answers to those demands, as well as some other ways to think about showing the value of what media relations professionals do.

Definitions

AVEs are calculated by measuring the column inches (in the case of print), or seconds (in the case of broadcast media) and multiplying these figures by the respective medium’s advertising rates (per inch or per second). The resulting number is what it would have cost to place an advertisement of that size in that medium. By assessing all of your media coverage in this way, and aggregating all such calculations, you can assign an overall AVE to your coverage within a certain time period.

How much a publication charges for advertising is a reflection of its circulation, and its reputation versus its peers. In Canada, for example, the Globe & Mail and the National Post have identical circulations, but the Globe & Mail can charge considerably more for ad space because it is the more credible publication. When using ad rates, therefore, you are taking into account both of these factors.

Some people have gone beyond these calculations and applied another multiplier to allegedly take into account the “PR factor.” This refers to the idea that news messages are presumably more credible than advertising messages and are therefore more persuasive. To take this into account multipliers ranging
from 1.5 to 6 have been used throughout the industry. The resulting numbers are often referred to not as AVEs, but as “PR values.”

**Conceptual problems**

Calculating AVEs is not a problem in itself—its problems stem from what it is called and how it is used. Calling it an “advertising equivalency” strongly suggests that a news story of a particular size has equal impact to an advertisement of the same size in that publication. At this time, the Commission knows of *no factual basis for this assumption*. That is, there has been no research to confirm whether this is true.

There is reason to believe that there is no simple way for the relationship between news stories and advertising to be compared. For instance, there have been many studies in the field of journalism showing that over the past two decades the credibility of the news media has been declining as an increasing number of entertainment components are introduced into news stories and newscasts. Indeed, this is frequently referred to by journalists as their “Credibility Crisis.” Studies asking people about how much credibility they put in news media and advertising over time have shown news stories dropping to near-parity in recent years. Studies have also shown that the news media’s credibility is quite different from one topic to the next. From all this, we conclude that the relationship between the credibility of news coverage and advertising is not a constant one, but varies over time and by topic. A simple 1-for-1 rule does not begin to capture the complexity of the situation.

While it is now probably obvious to the reader, since we don’t even know that news stories are more credible than advertisements we certainly don’t know what kind of a “multiplier” to apply to any basic calculations.

Another conceptual limitation of AVEs is that they only value what actually appear in the media. Yet it is often the case that public relations professionals counsel clients to behave in a way that purposefully results in an absence of publicity. In these cases no publicity at all is what is desired and what is valued. AVEs have no means of reflecting such value.

The final major conceptual problem with AVEs concerns the fundamentally different nature of communications involved with news and advertising. An advertisement is usually a part of a campaign in which that same advertisement or commercial is repeatedly placed in media. It is likely that a given person is exposed to that advertisement or commercial a number of times. Studies have shown that it generally requires repeated exposure to have an impact on consumers’ awareness, perceptions, attitudes and behaviors.
News stories don’t work this way. While a given person may be exposed to a number of stories all about the same topic or event, it is most likely that each of these stories will be different, since they are written by different journalists armed with different facts and with different views on the subject. Some stories may be more favorable than others; some may be more detailed than others. We know that exposure to news coverage has an impact on consumers’ awareness, perceptions, attitudes and behavior; but we don’t know how to compare the relatively diverse set of messages delivered by news coverage to the relatively homogeneous messages delivered by advertising.

**Logistical problems**

The calculation of AVE also has some very practical problems. For example, in many cases no advertising rates exist. Many print publications do not accept advertisements on their front pages or at the front of major sections. Some broadcast news shows accept no advertising. And yet, very often these media and these locations within the media are exactly the ones that are most coveted! They are the most prominent and are therefore likely to be the most influential. While it is true that purveyors of AVE number have developed “back up” procedures when ad rates are not available, these procedures undermine or at least water down the basic concept.

Another very practical problem with AVE calculations is that there is no advertising equivalent to a “bad” or “unfavorable” story. How are such news stories to be handled? Does one ignore unfavorable stories and calculate AVEs just on the favorable ones? Do we subtract the unfavorable stories from the favorable ones and calculate an AVE on the net? What about neutral stories? Should they be added to favorable stories? Unfortunately, these and many other variations are in use at this time. There is no standard because there is no research to inform what the appropriate approach should be.

News stories often talk about a number of topics and often they include a number of companies. How, then, do we calculate AVE? If our company is a minor mention, do we take the entire article’s column inches, or just that portion of the story that is about us? Do we take just the portion of the story that talks about a topic of concern, or the entire portion that talks about us? Again, these and other methods are being employed around our industry. There is no standard, because there is no factual basis for determining which is the “right” way.

**Discussion**

We hope that the reader will now have a better appreciation of the limitations and problems posed by AVEs. When a client or boss asks for them, we hope that your first response will be to try to engage them in a discussion of the
surrounding issues and as rapidly as possible change the discussion to focus on objectives and alternative methods of evaluating media relations’ contribution to these objectives. There are a variety of means of quantifying the impact of news coverage on different publics. These range from mining existing data to conducting surveys. The Commission’s publications address a number of these techniques, and Commission members can be contacted for further discussion.

But what if the client or boss continues to require AVEs? We do feel that there is some value in AVEs and we would recommend you sharing this perspective with your client or boss if they insist on using AVEs. Specifically, since AVEs are based on both circulation and media credibility, it is a reasonably good measure for the “prominence” of your news coverage. When you calculate AVEs for your entire media coverage for a given time period and then compare it to another time period, you can legitimately say whether your coverage’s prominence is increasing or decreasing. You could also compare your prominence to that of your competitors. All of these analyses are quite useful in reflecting the likely influencing power of your news coverage.

We urge you to move away as quickly as possible from statements of the nature, “Our news coverage this quarter was worth $X million in advertising.” Instead, talk about how you achieved your prominence goal, how your coverage gained in prominence over the year, or how you beat out your competitors in terms of the prominence of your coverage.

Finally, there are a number of other metrics can help you reflect the effectiveness and efficiency of your media relations efforts. Many of these are covered in other Commission papers. We urge you to review these and consider adopting one or more of them as they can provide a meaningful and useful approach to evaluation. They can help guide your efforts and also help you address the accountability challenge.

For further discussion, contact any of the following IPR Commission members:

Bruce Jeffries-Fox: bruce@jeffries-fox.com
Mark Weiner: mweinder@delahayemedialink.com
Katie Paine: KDPaine@KDpaine.com